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ABSTRACT
Nanoscale c-axis-aligned one dimensional artificial pinning centers (1D-APC) in superconducting YBa2Cu3O7-x (YBCO) films have been
shown to provide strong correlated pining to magnetic vortices at magnetic fieldH//c-axis. A question arises on how the pinning effectiveness
is sustained as the H-orientation (θ) deviates from the c-axis and how such an angular range is correlated to the pinning efficiency of an
individual 1D-APC. To shed lights on this question, this work investigates the angular range of pinning effectiveness of the BaZrO3 (BZO)
1D-APCs in BZO/YBa2Cu3O7-x nanocomposites as the strain field overlap is systematically varied by increasing the BZO doping level in
the range of 2-6 vol.% and by the introduction of the secondary Y2O3 nanoparticles (3D APCs). By evaluating the maximum pinning force
density (Fp,max), its location Hmax, and the α values of the nanocomposites normalized to that of the reference YBa2Cu3O7-x film as functions
of θ at temperatures of 65–77 K, a quantitative correlation between the pinning efficiency of the BZO 1D-APCs and their effective angular
range was obtained. In most samples, the 1D-APCs can provide enhanced Hmax in the range of θ ∼0○-60○. However, the Fp,max values only
in nanocomposites with high pinning efficiency 1D-APCs exceed that of the YBa2Cu3O7-x over a smaller range up to θ ∼ 37○. Finally, the
introduction of 3D APCs results in reduction of the α values over nearly the entire angular range. This study reveals the importance in
improving individual 1D-APC’s pinning efficiency and hence extending its angular range of effective pinning.

© 2019 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5097703., s

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the last decade or so, nanoscale artificial pinning centers
(APCs) of a variety ofmorphologies have been reported in supercon-
ducting YBa2Cu3O7-x (YBCO) films on dielectric or metal substrates
for enhancement of magnetic vortex pinning and hence critical cur-
rent density Jc in applied magnetic fields (H). Among others, c-axis-
aligned one-dimensional APCs, or 1D-APCs, have shown to provide
strong correlated pinning at H//c-axis. This is particularly impor-
tant for layer-structured YBCO, with its strong anisotropy of Jc(H)
(with respect to the orientation of the magnetic field), due to lack of
strong pins along the c-axis in contrast to the strong intrinsic pin-
ning at H//ab-plane.1,2 The addition of the c-axis aligned 1D-APCs

in YBCO films has been shown to lead to remarkably enhanced pin-
ning at H//c-axis of the 1D APC/YBCO nanocomposite films. The
first reported APC study on BaZrO3 (BZO) doped YBCO films was
conducted by MacManus-Driscoll et al BZO doped YBCO films,
which demonstrated a 5-fold improvement of Jc at 75.5 K and 7 T
indicating enhanced pinning by the BZOAPCs.3 This initiatedmany
interesting works on generation of APCs and characterization of
the pinning enhancement. Several insulator dopants are demon-
strated to form 1D-APCs in YBCO through strain-mediated self-
assembly during growth4,5 including BaZrO3 (BZO), BaSnO3(BSO),
BaHfO3 (BHO)6–15 and Ba2Y(Nb/Ta)O6.15–17 Considering the 1D-
APCs are effective only within a certain angular range around H//c-
axis, doping of APCs of mixed morphologies has been explored
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recently for strong, as well as isotropic pinning at all orientations
of the magnetic field, to meet the specifications of applications in
high-field magnets, motors, generators, transformers, etc.5,18–24 For
example, the secondary dopant, Y2O3, typically forms 3D APCs and
can be combined with the primary BZO (BHO or BSO) 1D- APCs
to form 1D+3D APC/YBCO nanocomposite films to reduce the
H-orientation dependence of Jc.7,20,23,25–30

A quantitative understanding of the pinning efficiency of APCs
is important to the design of an optimal pinning landscape in
APC/YBCO nanocomposite films.31 A particular question regarding
the 1D-APCs is to what extent of the angular range of the mag-
netic field the 1D-APCs can retain their pinning effectiveness in
single-doped 1D-APC/YBCO nanocomposites and how this angu-
lar range correlate with the pinning efficiency of individual 1D-APC
quantitatively? In order to answer this question, Jc(H) curves were
measured at different magnetic field orientations, defined with the
angle θ in the plane perpendicular to Jc with θ=0○ at H//c-axis and
θ=90○ at H//ab-plane. Figure 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating
the deviation (θ) of the magnetic field direction from the c-axis of
YBCO (θ=0 at H//c-axis). This study differs from the Jc (θ) mea-
surement at a fixed magnetic field since the pinning efficiency of a
1D-APC depends sensitively on the magnetic fields.3,23,32–38 Civale
and Maiorov et al have effectively demonstrated the usefulness of
Jc(θ) studies in identifying and comparing the pinning landscapes.23

However, the sensitivity of this approach to the applied magnetic
field is better illuminated by the Shihong Chen et al study on 6
vol.% BZO doped YBCO at 77 K and 65 K. They reported Jc(θ)
profiles with Jc anisotropy, defined from (Jc,max – Jc, min/Jc,min), of
100%, 150%, and 483% at 1 T, 3 T and 5 T respectively at 77 K.
The Jc anisotropy values were reduced to 70% and 96% at 5 T
and 9 T respectively at 65 K.26 This clear dependence on field and
temperature makes drawing pinning conclusions using Jc(θ) data
quite challenging. In this study, this field dependence was bypassed
by calculating the pinning force density (Fp(H) = Jc×H) at differ-
ent orientations of the magnetic field for a direct comparison with
the reference YBCO case. By plotting the Fp peak value (Fp,max)
and location (Hmax) of the nanocomposite samples normalized to
that of YBCO as functions of θ, we aim to elucidate a quantitative

FIG. 1. Schematic showing the deviation θ of the magnetic field, B away from the
c-axis direction (direction of film growth); and the direction of the flow of current in
the film.

correlation between pinning efficiency of individual 1D-APCs and
their angular pinning effectiveness. In addition, fitting the Jc(H)
curves with Jc∼H-α allows the extraction of the α values as a function
of θ.39,40

II. EXPERIMENT
A set of BZO doped YBCO samples were selected for this study.

They include 2, 4, and 6 vol.% singly-doped BZO/YBCO nanocom-
posite films (to be regarded henceforth also as 2%, 4% and 6% SD
samples respectively) and a 4 vol.% BZO 1D-APC+3 vol.% Y2O3
3D APC/YBCO (to be regarded henceforth also as 4% DD sam-
ple). In addition, an undoped YBCO film was also included in
the study as the reference sample. In the SD samples, only c-axis
aligned BZO 1D- APCs are present and the spacing between the
1D-APCs decreases with increasing BZO doping. The variation of
the inter 1D-APC spacing implies a variation of areal density (n)
of the 1D-APCs in the ab-plane and therefore the matching field
B∗ = nΦo (where Φo is the flux quantum). In addition, the spac-
ing would also result in an impact on the strain field distribution
in the APC/YBCO nanocomposite films and hence the pinning effi-
ciency of the individual 1D-APCs.31,41 The 4% DD sample has APCs
of mixed morphologies of 1D BZO APCs and 3D APCs.

The BZO SD and BZO DD samples were fabricated using
pulsed laser deposition (PLD) on (100) SrTiO3 (STO) single crys-
tal substrates using the optimal PLD conditions identified in our
previous works.42,43 The full details of sample fabrication have been
reported elsewhere.26,44 Briefly, the substrate temperature of 825 ○C
in 300 mTorr oxygen were employed for PLD of the SD and DD
samples. The thickness of the samples was ∼ 140 nm. After the
PLD deposition, the films were annealed at 500 ○C in oxygen for
30 minutes. The microstructure and crystallinity of the samples
were analyzed using x-ray diffraction (XRD) using a Bruker D8
diffractometer (Cu-kα wavelength 1.54 Å) and transmission Elec-
tron Microscopy (TEM). Standard photolithography was applied to
pattern two microbridges of length of 500 μm and width of 20 μm
and 40 μm, respectively, on each sample. Transport Jc was mea-
sured as functions of magnetic field H (0-9 T), temperature T (65 K
and 77 K) and the field orientation θ in a Physical Property Mea-
surement System (Evercool II, Quantum Design). For this experi-
ment, θ was varied from θ = 0○ (H//c-axis) to θ =90○ (H//ab-plane).
The 1 μVcm-1 criterion was used to determine Jc from the I-V
characteristic.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Figure 2 shows the XRD θ -2θ spectra of the 2% BZO SD, 4%

BZO SD and 6% BZO SD nanocomposite films. For a comparison,
the XRD θ -2θ spectrum taken on an undoped YBCO reference sam-
ple is also include in Figure 1. The two unlabeled small peaks at
2θ ∼ 42○ and 45○ in the pristine YBCO film may be attributed to
common impurity phase of Y2O3. The bump seen at high angles is
probably due to the amorphous glass slide used as sample holder
based on our calibration. Since the (00l) STO peaks almost over-
lap with some of those of YBCO’s such as (003) and (006) peaks,
these peaks have been indexed to both with a comma. The unin-
dexed peaks in the BZO SD samples (i.e. 2θ ∼ 42○ in 4% BZO SD)
could be attributed to impurity phase of YBa2ZrO6 (YBZO).45,46 On
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FIG. 2. XRD θ-2θ spectra for the undoped YBCO, 2% BZO SD, 4% BZO SD and
6% BZO SD nanocomposite films on STO substrates.

all four samples, YBCO (00l) peaks can be clearly seen, confirming
high crystallinity of these films with c-axis orientation along the nor-
mal direction of the films. Based on the (00l) peaks, the c-axis lattice
constants can be calculated for the four samples in Figure 2 and the
result is summarized in Table I.

In the three SD samples, the BZO (00l) peaks (∗) are illustrated
and the intensity of the BZO peaks increase with BZO doping. This
indicates the epitaxial relationship between BZO and YBCO. The
c-axis of YBCO is 11.82 Å in the 2% BZO SD sample, which is con-
siderably higher than the 11.70 Å for the reference YBCO. This can
be attributed to the tensile strain on the YBCO c-axis via formation
of the c-axis aligned BZO 1D-APCs of a larger lattice constant. How-
ever, a further increase in the BZO concentration causes a reduction
in the c-axis lattice constant to 11.71 Å and 11.67 Å, respectively, in
the 4% and 6% BZO SD samples. This suggests a reduction of the
tensile strain along the c-axis of the YBCO in the BZO SD samples at
higher BZO doping most probably due to the formation of defects in
YBCO lattice, via ab-plane buckling, as the strain field overlaps.9,10,41

Interestingly, the c-axis lattice constant of 11.72 Å in 4% BZO DD
sample is comparable to that of 4% BZO SD sample (Table I).26 This
suggests the c-axis tensile strain on the YBCO lattice is primarily

FIG. 3. TEM images of 2%, 4%, 6% BZO SD (a, b, c); and 4% BZO DD (d) films at
low magnification.

determined by the concentration of the BZO 1D-APCs. The tensile
strain along the c-axis and the defects on the YBCO lattice lead to
reduced superconducting critical temperatures (Tc) in the BZO SD
and BZO DD samples as shown in Table I. Specifically, the Tc values
are 89.27 K, 87.48 K and 86.90 K respectively for 2, 4, and 6% BZO
SD films, in contrast to the Tc of ∼90.0 K for the reference YBCO
film. Again, the 4% BZO DD sample has Tc ∼87.69 K is comparable
to that of the 4% BZO SD sample.

Figures 3 includes the TEM images of the cross sections of the
2% (Figure 3a), 4% (Figure 3b), and 6% (Figure 3c) BZO SD and 4%
BZO DD (Figure 3b) nanocomposite films. The c-axis aligned BZO
1D-APCs can be clearly seen in all samples. However, they are con-
tinuous through the film thickness in SD samples while some of the
BZO 1D APCs become segmented in the DD samples most prob-
ably due to the perturbation of the local strain by the addition of
Y2O3 that form 3DAPCs or nanoparticles.4,5 Consequently, a mixed
morphology of 1D+2D+3D APCs was observed in the BZO DD
films.7,47 With increasing BZO concentrations, the lateral dimen-
sion of the BZO 1D-APCs is found to increase slightly from 5.2 nm

TABLE I. Summary of relevant parameters in the five samples used in this manuscript including c-axis lattice constants,
superconducting transition temperature Tc, BZO 1D-APC diameter and spacing, matching field B∗ and α values.

c-axis lattice 1D APC 1D APC
Constant diameter Spacing Alpha (α) at 77 K

Sample ID (Å) Tc (K) (nm) (nm) B∗ (T) H//c H//ab

undoped YBCO 11.70 90.00 NA NA NA 0.35 0.30
2 vol.% BZO SD 11.82 89.27 5.2 20.0 5.2 0.28 0.37
4 vol.% BZO SD 11.71 87.48 5.8 15.0 9.2 0.28 0.53
6 vol.% BZO SD 11.67 86.90 5.9 12.0 14.3 0.28 0.36
4 vol.% BZO DD 11.72 87.69 5.6 15.0 9.2 0.31 0.19
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in 2%, to 5.8 nm in 4%, and to 5.9 nm in the 6% BZO SD samples
(Table I). This increase in the lateral dimension of the BZO 1D-APCs
can be explained as the consequence of the increasing strain field
overlap with increasing BZO doping using an elastic strain energy
model.48,49 The average center-to-center spacing (d) between the
BZO 1D-APCs can be estimated from the TEM images and the d is
found to decrease linearly with increasing BZO doping from about
20 nm in the 2%, to 15 nm in the 4% and to 12 nm in the 6% BZO
SD samples. Considering the strain field extends to more than 10 nm
from the BZO 1D-APC/YBCO interface,41 the strain field overlap is
present even at the lowest BZO doping of 2 vol.%. Since the strain
decreases with increasing distance from the BZO 1D-APC/YBCO
interface,41 a higher strain on the YBCO lattice is anticipated in the
BZO SD samples with higher BZO concentrations, which could lead
to more defective YBCO lattice, especially via ab-plane buckling.
This argument seems consistent to the lower Tc values of the BZO
SD samples with higher BZO doping at H//ab-plane. However, as
we shall discuss more in detail in the following, the formation of
defects on the YBCO lattice has a benefit to reduce the strain on the

YBCO, which is consistent with the comparable c-axis lattice con-
stants in 4% and 6% BZO SD samples to that of the reference YBCO.
Consequently, the strain at the BZO/YBCO interface and hence the
interface defects would reduce, which directly impact the pinning
efficiency of the BZO 1D-APCs.31,50 Based on the d values of BZO
1D APCs in the BZO SD samples, the matching field B∗ may be esti-
mated from B∗ =Φo/d2, assuming a square lattice for the vortices.
The B∗ values of 5.2 T, 9.2 T and 14.3 T for the 2, 4, and 6% BZO
SD samples (Table I) are approximately linearly proportional to the
BZO doping. In the 4% BZO DD sample, the d and B∗ values are
found comparable to that of the 4% BZO SD sample. However, some
of the BZO 1D-APCs are no longer through the film thickness due
to the presence of the secondary Y2O3 3D APCs.26

Figure 4 illustrates the Fp(H) curves taken on the 2%
(Figures 4a–b), 4% (Figures 4c–d), 6% (Figures 4e–f) BZO SD
nanocomposite samples and undoped YBCO samples (Figures
4g–h) at different θ angles of 0○, 22○, 37○, 45○, 67○ and 90○. The
selection of the θ angles is based on a preliminary test of the Fp(H)
curves to ensure the difference between the curves at these angles is

FIG. 4. FP(H) curves for each θ measured at 77 K (solid
symbols) and 65 K (open symbols) on 2% BZO SD (a and
b), 4% BZO SD (c and d), 6% BZO SD (e and f) and
undoped YBCO (g and h).
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not negligible. Two temperatures of 77 K (Figures 4a, c, e, and g) and
65 K (Figures 4b, d, f, and h) were selected considering the interests
of applications at or near the liquid nitrogen temperature (77.3 K).
At 77 K, an interesting trend of an increasing Fp(H) at θ =0○ (H//c-
axis) and lower θ angles can be seen with increasing BZO doping.
For example, the Fp(H) curves at lower θ angles below 67○ (green
star) coincide approximately in the 2% BZO SD sample (Figure 4a)
with a comparable peak value Fp,max of 5.0-6.1 GN/m3, in contrast
to the almost twice as high Fp,max at θ =90○. At a higher BZO doping
of 4% (Figure 4c), the Fp(H) curves at θ =0○ (black) and 22○ (purple)
outperform that at θ =90○ and other angles. In particular, the Fp,max

values for these two angles are both above 10 GN/m3 in contrast to
∼ 6 GN/m3 or lower for other angles. It should be realized that this
Fp,max values are comparable to that due to the ab-plane intrinsic
pinning shown in Figure 4a. A similar observation is made on 6%
BZO SD sample (Figure 4e) with Fp,max of 12.5 GN/m3 at θ =0○ been
the highest among all measured at the six θ angles. This result sug-
gests that the pinning efficiency of the BZO 1D-APCs is the lowest
in the 2% BZO SD sample. This argument is supported by a similar
trend of the Fp(H) curves measured at the same six θ angles on the
YBCO reference sample (Figure 4g) at 77 K. In fact, the two samples
have similar Fp,max values at a specific θ angle, except the location of
the Fp,max, or Hmax, for the 2% BZO SD sample is at a higher mag-
netic field. This suggests the pinning efficiency of the BZO 1D-APCs
in the 2% BZO SD sample is comparable to that of growth defects
in YBCO at 77 K. The increased pinning efficiency of the BZO 1D-
APCs in BZO/YBCO nanocomposite samples with higher BZO dop-
ing may be attributed to the enhanced strain field overlap, which
may promote defect formation on the YBCO lattice while reducing
the strain at the BZO 1D-APC/YBCO interface and hence minimize
the oxygen disorders at such an interface. As we have shown recently
in a comparative study of the pinning efficiency of BZO 1D APCs
and BHO 1D-APCs of comparable microstructure (lateral dimen-
sion and spacing), it is the 1D-APC/YBCO interface that dictates the
pinning efficiency.31 The Fp,max values of the BZO 1D-APCs (with

a defective semi-coherent interface with YBCO) could be less than
a half of that of the BHO 1D APCs (with a coherent interface with
YBCO).

To further illustrate the quantitative difference, the FP(H)
curves of the 2% (Figures 5a–5b) and 4% (Figures 5c–5d) BZO SD
samples are overlaid on that for the reference YBCO sample at 77 K
and 65 K, respectively. The improvement of the pinning by BZO 1D-
APCs is moderate in the 2% SD film relative to the undoped YBCO
(Figure 5a) at 77 K. Specifically, only slightly higher Fp,max values
by about 20% are observed at θ=0○ and 22○, indicating the pinning
efficiency of the BZO 1D-APCs is comparable to that of the growth
defects in YBCO. However, an increasedHmax can be observed from
the FP(H) curves at θ=0○, 22○ and 45○, suggesting an increased total
number of pinning centers by the addition of BZO 1D-APCs. Specif-
ically, the Hmax values at these three orientations for YBCO are 1.5,
2.0 and 2.0 T respectively. These are increased to 3.0, 3.5 and 4.0 T
in the 2% SD film, and 4.0, 4.0 and 3.0 T in the 4% SD sample
(Figures 5a and 5c). In the 4% SD film, the enhanced Fp,max values at
0○ and 22○ are comparable to the intrinsic pinning value of the ref-
erence YBCO illustrating the strong coherence pinning by the BZO
1D-APCs. However, this is at the cost of reduced pinning at θ=90○,
indicative of the defects on the YBCO lattice most probably through
ab-plane buckling.

Cantoni et al did a careful study on the BZO 1D APC/YBCO
interface and revealed a defective BZO/YBCO interface as a col-
umn of a few nanometer in thickness surrounding the 1D APC.41

A possible interface Tc (or TcI) considerably lower than the global
Tc of the BZO/YBCO nanocomposite films was suggested based
on the TEM data. Considering the pinning efficiency is determined
by the APC/YBCO insulator/superconductor interface, a lower pin-
ning efficiency is anticipated for a 1D APC with a more defective
BZO/YBCO interface. If indeed the difference in 2% and higher
doping BZO SD samples originates from the difference in the
BZO/YBCO interface and particularly the lower interface TcI

41 in
the 2% SD sample as compared to those of the other nanocomposite

FIG. 5. Comparison of the FP(H) curves of undoped YBCO
(open symbol) with 2% BZO SD (a and b); and 4% BZO SD
(c and d) at 77 K and 65 K.
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samples, this difference is expected to reduce at the lower temper-
ature of 65 K. This argument is supported by the much enhanced
Fp,max value of 57.1 GN/m3 at θ=0○ for the 2% SD sample (Figure 4b).
While this value is still lower than the Fp,max values for 4% (72.4
GN/m3) and 6% (83.2 GN/m3) SD samples shown in Figures 4d and
4f respectively, the difference becomes smaller than in the 77 K case.
In addition, the strong correlated pinning provided by the BZO 1D-
APCs has extended benefits to other orientations of the magnetic
field up to θ=37○ as shown in Figure 5b for the 2% SD sample and
Figure 5d for the 4% SD sample, respectively, in comparison with
the undoped YBCO case.

Figures 6a and 6b shows the Fp(H) curves for 4% DD sample
at 77 K and 65 K, respectively. The additional Y2O3 3D APCs in
this sample51,52 has a significant impact on the APC pinning effi-
ciency at different orientations of the magnetic field. At both 77 K
and 65 K, the Fp(H) of this sample are lower than its 4% SD coun-
terpart’s. This may explain the smaller difference of Fp(H) curves at
different magnetic field orientations in the 4% DD film especially
at 65 K (Figure 6b) as compared to the more disparate trends of
the 4% SD sample (Figure 5d). In addition, a more uniform Hmax
and α values at different H-field orientations are observed in the
4% DD sample (more detailed discussions below). At 77 K, the Fp
values of this sample (Figure 6a) are lower than that of its SD coun-
terpart (Figure 5c) at all orientations of the magnetic field. Consid-
ering the Fp values become more comparable at 65 K as shown in
Figures 6d and 5d, we hypothesis that the 4% DD sample may suffer
a similar problem of a significantly reduced TcI at the BZO/YBCO
interface to the case of 2% SD sample. Furthermore, unlike the 4%
SD case, the 4% DD sample does not show a clear decrease in pin-
ning with increasing θ. In addition, an improvement in the ab-plane
pinning can be seen in the 4% DD sample. Specifically, the Fp,max

value in the 4% DD film is ∼ 42 GN/m3 at θ=90○ as opposed to
∼ 35 GN/m3 in the 4% SD film. However, the Fp,max values at θ=0○

are 73.3 GN/m3 and 60.2 GN/m3 in the 4% SD and 4% DD samples

respectively. This reduced correlated pinning in the 4% DD sample
might be due to the presence of shorter/segmented BZO 1D-APCs
in this sample.

Figures 6c and 6d show an overlay of the Fp(H) curves of the
4%DD sample over those of the reference YBCO. At 77 K, the Fp,max

values of the YBCO in the range from 5.6 to 12.3 GN/m3 surpasses
those of the 4% DD film in the range of 1.6 to 4.6 GN/m3 at all H-
field orientations (Figure 6c). This clear separation between the two
films is altered at 65 K. At θ=0○ and 22○, the Fp,max for the 4% DD
sample out performs the YBCO. For example, θ = 0○, the Fp,max∼60.2
GN/m3 in the former is considerably higher than the 47.6 GN/m3 in
YBCO. In addition, the benefit of this correlated pinning can be seen
to extend to about 22○, but only slightly, with the Fp,max (22○) of 46.9
GN/m3 for YBCO being comparable to Fp,max (22○) of 49.5 GN/m3

for the 4% DD film (Figure 6d). The somewhat reversal of values at
these two orientations points to the significance of TcI effect on the
pinning abilities of APCs. However, Figures 6c and 6d show that,
for the θ range of 37○ – 90○, the introduction of 3D APCs does not
enhance Fp,max to values surpassing those of YBCO. As an illustra-
tion, the Fp,max values at θ = 90○ for the YBCO is more than double
that of 4% DD film at 77 K and almost double the DD value at 65 K.
This may be attributed to the relative high density of defects in the
reference YBCO - as suggested by α ∼ 0.30 (Table I) which is lower
than the often reported 0.5.29,30

The angular range of the effective pinning by the APCs is quan-
tified by the Hmax (Figure 7a), Fp,max (Figure 7b) and α (Figure 7c)
values of the nanocomposite films normalized to that of the ref-
erence YBCO film as functions of θ at 77 K (solid symbols) and
65 K (open symbols). Among the four nanocomposite samples, a
broad angular range of the enhanced Hmax (over that of the refer-
ence YBCO) up to 67○ is observed (Figure 7a). In contrast, enhanced
Fp,max values are observed only in the 4% and 6% SD films in the
angular range of 0○–37○. The highest normalized Fp,max up to 2.65
is observed on the 4% SD sample at 77 K. This result suggests that

FIG. 6. FP(H) curves of 4% BZO DD (a) and (b) and
comparison with FP (H) curves of undoped YBCO (open
symbol) with 4% BZO DD (c and d) at 77 K and 65 K.
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FIG. 7. The ratio of Fp, max (a), Hmax(b) and α (c) to reference YBCO values vs θ at 77 K (solid symbols) and 65 K (open symbols) for the samples- 2% BZO SD (red circle),
4% BZO SD (black diamond), 6% BZO SD (purple triangle) and 4% BZO DD (blue square) with reference line (orange).

while all BZO 1D-APCs provide pinning to vortices, their pinning
efficiency may not be uniform even though they have similar mor-
phology. For instance, the BZO 1D-APCs in the 2% SD sample only
provide amoderate pinning comparable to that of the growth defects
in the undoped YBCO as illustrated in the normalized Fp,max∼ 1
almost in the entire range of the θ as shown in Figure 7b. Overall,
as illustrated in Figure 7, the 2% SD film has lower enhanced pin-
ning than the 4% and 6% SD samples. This supports the argument
that the defective BZO 1D-APC/YBCO interface may have a con-
siderably lower TcI much below that of the nanocomposite film. The
BZO 1D-APCs would only provide efficient pinning at temperatures
considerably lower than the TcI . In fact, the higher pinning efficiency
of the BZO 1D-APCs in 4 and 6% BZO SD samples may be ascribed
to the reduction of the tensile strain along the c-axis of YBCO lattice
due to the strain field overlap at higher BZO doping, which reduces
the BZO/YBCO interface defect concentration and degradation of
theTcI . A possible explanation for this can be found in the aforemen-
tioned Cantoni et al TEM study of strain and defect in BZO/YBCO
nanocomposite films.41 A key observation of this work is the mis-
fit dislocations in a thin YBCO column of a few nm in thickness
around the BZO 1D APCs as a consequence of the global strain due
to lattice mismatch at the BZO/YBCO interface. In this column, the
local strain is much reduced from that of the global strain due to
the formation of the defects together with significant oxygen defi-
ciency. Since the global strain field extends to 10-12 nm away from
the BZO/YBCO interface, strain field overlapping occurs even at the
lowest BZO doping of 2 vol.% in this work - considering the inter-
BZO 1D APC (center-to-center) is around 20 nm that translates to
the BZO 1D APC (of diameter of∼ 6 nm) surface-to-surface dis-
tance of YBCO around 14 nm. With increasing BZO doping and
hence decreasing inter-1D APC spacing, a further increased strain
field overlap results in formation of defects also in YBCO matrix
which is consistent with the less expanded c-axis lattice constants at
higher BZO concentrations as shown in the XRD data. This leads
to two opposite effects on the pinning efficiency of the BZO 1D
APCs: a possible reduction of the defect concentration in the column
surrounding the BZO 1D APC (hence less degraded TcI) and a fur-
ther reduction of global Tc of the BZO/YBCO nanocomposites. The
compromise of these two opposite effects may explain the optimal
pinning in the 4 vol.% BZO SD sample, especially the wider angular
range of pinning enhancement of the 4% BZO SD film as compared

to the 2% and 6% SD counterparts. On the other hand, the mixed
APC morphologies in the 4% BZO DD film provide benefit of low α
value in a wide range up to 67○ (Figure 7c) and the enhanced nor-
malized Hmax in the comparable angular range, despite the overall
lower Fp(H).

IV. CONCLUSION
In summary, transport Jc(H) curves, and the calculated Fp(H)

curves, at different H-field orientations, have been utilized to deter-
mine the angular range of the pinning efficiency of c-axis aligned
1D-BZO APCs in APC/YBCO nanocomposite films. These films
include BZO SD samples with BZO doping in the range of 2-6 vol.%,
and a 4% DD sample that contains 4 vol.% BZO+3 vol.% Y2O3. An
undoped YBCO sample was also included in the study as the refer-
ence for evaluation of the APC pinning efficiency. The Fp,max, Hmax,
and the α values are obtained as functions of θ for the nanocomposite
films. By normalizing them to the corresponding values of the refer-
ence YBCO sample, we aim to elucidate a quantitative correlation
between the pinning efficiency of individual 1D APCs and the effec-
tive angular range at 65 K and 77 K, respectively. Several insights
have been obtained in this study. First, most nanocomposite samples
have normalized Hmax > 1 over a larger angular range up to ∼ 67○,
indicating both 1D and 3D APCs could add additional pinning cen-
ters to YBCO. However, normalized Fp,max > 1 were only observed
in 4% and 6% BZO SD samples in the angular range of 0-37○. The
highest normalized Fp,max ∼ 2.65 can be observed in 4% SD sample
at θ =0 ○ and 77 K. In contrast, the normalized Fp,max ∼ 1 in the 2%
SD sample at both temperatures while it is less than 1 in 4%DD sam-
ple. This result reveals that the pinning efficiency of BZO 1D-APCs
may be sensitively affected by the BZO/YBCO interface because of
the strain field overlap at different BZO doping levels. The more
intensive strain field overlap at higher BZO doping due to a smaller
inter 1D APC spacing may directly generate defects on YBCO lat-
tice and consequently reduces the BZO/YBCO interface strain and
defect concentration. This in turn reduces degradation of the TcI
at the interface and leads to higher pinning efficiency, resulting in
normalized Fp,max value > 1 in a wide angular range. Nevertheless,
the low and uniform α values in the 4% DD sample indicate its
effectiveness as an isotropic pinning landscape across the entire θ
range.
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